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The goal was clear but the plan was

missing, I had zero experience but in

my core I had the feeling that

assured me this is a good decision.

Right from the start I knew I wanted

to do a game that would be

revolving around movement and

parkour as this was what drew me

into animation originally - so the

idea of Runner was born. 
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The project has been through many

iterations and I strongly believe you

will love the final result of our epic

journey.

As Thomas Edison famously said

  Vision without execution is

hallucination  and because every

execution needs a programmer,

destiny god, the universe, call it

whatever you want  made it happen

that me and Petr Sovis, my partner

in crime, came together just in the

perfect time so we could put

together our unique set of skills and

bring you this parkour physics based

platformer you have never dreamed

about - Ricky Runner. 

 

 

The project is in development for 

long years and majority of that time

me and Petr have been both

employed and only worked on it

only during evenings and weekends.

In  I have decided to make a

transition to half-time contract so I

could devote more time to Ricky and

in May  we have both switched

to full time development so we

could release the game before the

end of the year in November . 

* Petr Sovis has more than 20 years

of programming experience. His

main area of expertise is developing

comprehensive animation and

physics systems allowing the player

or the designer for that matter, to do

virtually anything they want. He has

worked on Mafia 2, DayZ or El

Matador. 

"Consult not your fears

but your hopes and

your dreams. Think not

about your frustrations,

but about your

unfulfilled potential.

Concern yourself not

with what you tried and

failed in, but with what

it is still possible for you

to do."
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